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recently. Though the wind is no longer in my face, it remains a part of my life. I ride with the wind, I run with the wind, I feel the wind in my lungs and in my back when I run outside.
When the wind is a bad day I ride in a different way, I ride differently and I don’t waste energy. It’s been a long time since there was a windy day that kept me from covering a race.

I’ve been racing for over 15 years and never had to deal with wind before. Since the summer began I’ve experienced more than the typical hot days, and more than an above-normal
amount of rain. This year the weather has been particularly terrible. All these weather conditions have had a large effect on my training. The wind, the heavy rain and the heat have
limited my riding and forced me to train differently. I took two month off from cycling and it is starting to pay off in races. I haven’t raced in over five weeks. I was seeded 5th going
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